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Preface-

The following papers represent modest attempts to bring clarity to a

complex problem, The issues discussed in the following four papers concern

the valditynd generalizability of classroom observation instruments.

These issues have been studied and are reported here in an attempt to better

define the limits to which classroom observation Instruments cln he used in

researching rela ionships between teacher behavior and student outcome. The

p emise undergirding these investigations is that before consistent and

positive process-product, relationships can be found, investigators must he

cognizant of the sources-of variance which affett the validity and general-
,izability of their-process measu es and '11 oh, in turn, affect the credibility

of their research find ngs
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C n e gent and Discriminant Validity-of Five ClasStOOM

Observation Systems: Testing the Model

Gary D. Borich, David Malitz,
C. L. Kugle, & Maria Pascone

The University of Texas at Austin

'Numerous instruments have been developed to systematiCally observe classroom -

behavior. These instruments typically consist of a number of categories of teacher-

student behavior whieh an observer tallies or rates periodically as he watches class-

room Interaction. For the greater part of a decade researcherS haveused'auch

intruments to investigate the relationship between teacher behavior and student

outcome, but-. this effort bas yielded rel-tively few consiste 1,2
While-.-

many possible reasons for the dirth of consistent findings can be advanced, two

which must be considered are that the research model or theory implicit in process-

product investigations may be inadequate or too simplistic to uncover such

relationships and psychometric weaknesses within instruments used by the researchers

may obscure any underlying relationshl. which do exist.

-At present, there is no a priori reason to suspect one of these possibilities-

over any other. However, as process-product studies themselves confir6 (Br phy &

Evertson, 1976; Good & Grou s 1975,.McDonald et al., 1975; Stallings & Kaskowitz,

1974) there has been a conspicuous lack of validity studies of the research

instruments -_sed, especially instruments to measure teacher behavior. Taking note

this Borich (1977)- detailed several of,the most salient:sources of invalidity__

afflicting.observational measures of teacUer behavior, but did not-- provide empirical

data-as to the actual effect of these so _ es of invalidity on instruments use

--acher behavior. The present study undertook to determine the ext nt .-

-dch one of these sour-es ol invalidity, the lack of convergent and discriminant:

was present in five classroom observation systems. The validity model-.

by Campbell and Fiske (1959) -was employed:. this model reqeires that both-

validity

eported

conve gent and discri nant-validity_be:damonstrated.

Convergent ,alidity is a confi on of traits, (or- variables or cstegoriea)
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by independent measuring methods that requires significant correlation between two

methods (or systems) measuring che same trait. Discriminant validity is a require-

ment that "the correlation between different measures measuring the same trait

exceed (a ) the correlations obtained between that trait and any other trait not

having method in common and (b) the correlations between different traits which

Jlappen to employ the same method" (Borich & Malitz 1975) By detenmining

Interco- elationa among categories in a multitrait-multimethod matrix, onecan

identify categ_ ies which pass speci -z_ed tests of convergent and discriminant

validity. .These procedures were applied to the following data in order-

ascertain the external validity of five classroom observation stems.

Method

.The-data were obtained from videotapes of twelve in-service juniorhigh

Sy

scheol teachers,- each teaching the same con ent, a unit in social studies, on three

occasions of approximately 50 minutes duration. Each of 36 videotapes was rated

by five pairs of coders, each pair trained in a different observational coding

system. For two of the five obser ational systems, coders were employed who had

previously been tra ned by the authors of these systems, these being the two most

complex systems. The remaining three pairs of coders we e trained by the

investigators from training materials supplied by system authors and from standard

protocols from system manuals.

The five systems employed for this study were selected from Simon and Boyer's

Behavio (1970). The systems -Iere (1) the Observation Schedule and

0ScAR 5, (Medley & Mitzel, 1959), (2) Spatdding Teacher Activity Rating Schedule.

STARS (Spaulding, 1967), 3) Flanders System of Interaction Analysis, (Flaneers,

1971), (4) CERL1 Verbal-Behavior Classification System, CVC (Cooperative Edutati nal

Research Laboratory) (Note 1) and (5) The Classroom Communication Observational System,

,CCO (Withal- Lewis & Newell, 1961). These systems were selected because of thei

availability to the educational 'esearch community (and therefore presumed

7

use) and



for the number of categories and associated operational definitions they had in

Common--the latter being a requirement for assessing c nvergent validity.

Upon completion of training, system ceders using their respective systems,

rated three trial videotapes of the same general form and content as the experi ental

tapes in order to obtain est mates f interjudge reliab lity prior to the study.

while reliabilities varied due to system complexity, all were deemed acceptable

and are reported in Table 1 along with the median reliability for each pair of

coders over all 36 tapes.

Insert Table 1 about here

Descriptions of the behavior categories of the three systems were obtained

fro- the coding manuals, and categories were grouped across systems, if from the

category descriptions it appeared that they meaeu ed.the same behavior. From-.

these comparisons, two categeries were pai ed act° s the Flanders and CCO syqtems,

three categories were paired across the nders and OScAR systems, three categories

werepaired across the STARS and CVC systems, four Ca ego-ries were paired ac oss

the 0ScAR and CCO systems, two categories were paired across the STARS and OScAR

-systems and six categories were paired across the CVC and OScAR systems, for

-total of six two-system comparisons. In addition, there was one three-system

-comparison, two categories were compaired across Flanders. CCO. and 0ScAR. A

-descrip ion of the behaviors comprising these comparisons.appoa in

Appendix A.

In certain cases, a single variable from one system was period with -several

variables in another system. This procedure was most commonly employed when a

subset of categories on one system was entompassed by a Single general category on

another and when members of the subset were coded independently of each other, i.e,,

were discreet behavioral categories. For example, in the Flanders vs. OScAR comparison,

the total Flanders-frequency in Category 9 Student Talk-Initiation wa ated
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with the sum of the 0ScAR frequencies in categories 10, Pupil Nonsubstantive

Utterance; 20 Pupil Question; 30, Pupil Statement; and 40, Pupil Response.

Matches were not made, however, for which the meaning of a category on one system

would have to be split among different categories on the other system, i.e.,

category could not be applicable to more than a single category or homoge eous

subset of categories on another system.

Once the categories to be investigated had been identified, Pearson product-

moment correlations were computed. These correlations were used to construct seven

multitrait-multimethod matrices. For each matrix, a hetero rait-heteromethod block

was formed with those values in which categories m y or may not coincide but

systems differ. A heterotrait-heterornethod block is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1 about here

For each matrix, a diagonal (called the validity diagonal) is formed through

-the heterotrait-heteromethod block by the series of :ells in which categorie_

coincide but systems differ. Values in the validity diagonal which are significantly_

different from zero are evidence for convergent validity. Discriminant validity

must be assessed in-two steps. First, each validity value must be compared-with

:all values in its row and column in the heter trait-heteromethod block to determine

whether the correlation betw en different methods of m asuring the same category

exceeds correlations between that category and other categories not:having method..

in corn on. Second,- the heterotrait-monomethod trianglea are examined to deter ine

--whetber_the correlation between different methods of measuring-the.same category

exceeds correlations between that category and .other categories -which have -method

in common. _This step is completed bycômparing each category's validity diagonal

-value with values in the heterotrait-monomethod triangles ih which -that natego

is involved. This two-step procedure was carried out for each validity diagonal

value in-each of the seven matrices and the results ente ed in Tables

-Figure 1, the validity diagonal for category "Au-is signifiCAnt-.at the,. .05_161/el

and, therefore, it'can be-taken-as evidence for -convergent validity. Also, category_



"A" presents good evidence for iiscrImiriant validity, since its validity diagonal

value exceeds all of the values specified in the two-step procedure outlined above.

Category "B", on the other hand, indicates neither convergent nor diWeriminant

validity.

Results

Seven matrices resulted from the process of comparing categories and groups of

categories across the five systems. Six of these matrices cemPared categories

across two systems. The seventh matrix involved three of the systems. No matching

categories were found to exIst across any four or -all five of the systems. A

categery or group of cat_gories which was found to match across two or more systems

will be referred Co as a comparison category (CC). Twenty-three such CC's were

created and will be referred to by number ( e. CC1 through CC23). Appendix A.

lists each of these 23 CC's and the constituent system eategor es which comprise

each CC. Of the six, two-system matrices, five contained four or less CC's. The

multitrait- ultim thod (MTMM) matrices for these five, two-system comparisons

are shown in Tables 2 through 6. The three-system matrix is presented in Table 7.

One t -system matrix contained six CC's and is shown in Table 8. Since this

matrix is somewhat climbersome to evaluate in its raw form, a summary table. Table 9,

was constructed to aid in its evaluation.

lable 2 shows the matrix resulting from the matching of two :ategories across

e Flanders and. CCO systems. ..1t-can be noted that both CC1- and CC2 pass the

criterion for convergent validity since both CC's have significant validity .

diagonal values (.7699 and .6620 respectively, r
.05

.325, df 35). Since oth

-. CC's pass the test for convergent validity, they may be examined for dlscrlminant

validity. It will be recalled that determining discriminant validity is a two-

step process. The f ep involves.comparisons of each CC's validity diagonal

:value with the o her values in its row and Column in the lieterotrait-hetromethod

,rblock.: The second step requires comparison of the validity diagonal value for



each CC with values in the heterotrait-mon -ethod triangles. For both CC1 and

CC2, the validity value exceeds the hetero rait-heteromethod values. Thus, both

CC's meet the f cirtetion for discriminant validity, since in both cases the

correlation between diffe ent methode of measu ing the same behavior exceds

cor elations.between that category and other categories not having method in

common. In addition, the validity value exceeds the heterotrait- onomethod values.

In other words, the co -elation between..different methods of measuring the same

hehavior exceeds correlations between that category-and otier categories having

.-method in-common- the second step. In summary, CC1 and -CC2 pass'all tests for

.convergent -and discriminant validity.

Insert Tables 2 & 3 about here

Table 3, contains the results of matching categories across the Flanders

and 0ScAR systems. Three CC's resulted from this comparison, CC3, CC4, and CC5.

-Examination of the validity diagonal reveals evidence.for convergent validiLy for

CC3 and CC4 since their values are .significant. CC5 has a nonsignificant validity

value, and therefore need not be examined for discriminant validity.. CC3 and CC4

pass both the first-and second steps for discriminant validity, since their

validity diagonal values exceed all relevant values in both the heterotrait7

heteromethod block and in the heterotrait-monomethod triangles Thus,-CC3 and

CC4 pass all tests for convergent and discriminant validity. CC5 lacks evidence

-for convergent validity and there o its discriminant validity need no_ be-

:examined..

Table 4 sho s the three CC' (CC6, CC7,- and CC8) resulting fr comparison

of the CVC and STARS systems. None of these three CC's have signi icant validity

Insert Table 4 about here.

diagonal values and therefore lack evidence of convergent validity. Discriminant



:validity-is also necessarily lacking and therefore need not be examined.

Table 5 indicates that four_CC1-s-(CC15,--CC16, CC17 and -CC19) resulted from

:comparison of rhe-CCO and_ 0ScAR systems.

Insert Table 5 about here

nation of the validity diagonal values indicates that only CC15 and .CC19 have

Agnificant value . tiowever, both CC15 and CC19 fail the first step in the'assess-

Anent of discri inant validiry since both are exceeded by the heterotrait-heteromethod

value of .5054. While the validity values for these categories pass the sec nd

test by exceeding all values in the heterotrait-monomethod triangle, they do not

pass the first test:for discriminant validity. Thus, while CC15 and CC19

show evidence for convergent validity, they show mixed results for discrimina

validity.

Table 6 sho-s the results of the comparison of STARS' ith 0ScAR. Two CC's

(CC20 and CC21) resulted from this comparison and both pass all tests for conver-

gent and discri inant validity.

Inset Table 6 about here

When the Flanders, CCO and 0ScAR Systems were compared, ty0 CC's

were found. The results 0r the comparison of CC22 and CC23 are presen

Table 7. Analysis of a three-system matrix proceeds in exactly the

Insert .Table 7 about here

ame manner

s t e analyses o_ a t o-system matrix except that instead of one validity diagonal

12



to examine, there are now three (corresponding to he three isyste p : ings).

Examination of the three validity diagonals iniicates all values

-Furthermore it can:be noted that each of:these values exceed

in the het rotrait-heteromethod blocks and in the heterotrai

Thus, both CC22 and CC23 pas

a e significant.

the relevant values

-monamethod block's

all tests for convergent and discriminant

in the Flriders, CCO and OS AR comparison

validity

Lastly comparison of the CVC and'OScAR systems.resulted.in, the-creation of

six CC's(CC9--through CC14). The correlatiOn.matrix for these.comparisons

shown. in Table 8 while.a.summary_table of these,data are presented_in Tsl)le 9.

Table 9
. shUws the Validity diagonal-value -for-each,CC -.In additio.- data-are.

_presented pertainingto each.CC's diseriminant-validity. (the-,highest

relevant parts of,-the heteromethodand monomethod blocks and- he-number. of times

the validity value is exceeded in each of these blocks). 'Examination of

table reveals that three CC's (CCM, CC12, and CC14) have non-significant validity

values and therefore lack evidence for convergent validity. Of the remaining

three CC's, all show good evidence of discriminant validity since their vaidity

values are exceeded by, none of the,relevan lieteromethod or

Comparison o the fiVe teacher observation systems employed in,

produced-23-CC'e. Twenty-one of these CC's were involved in rwo-sy

this tudy

sons and two: three-system comparison. Of the 23 CC

evidence of convergent validity. Eleven o

_both convergent and discriminant'validiry.

compari-

showed

-the--.23'CCIS (48%)

Thus,of the CC

passed

whicn:

about half-confortedito CamPbell and Fiska's criteria for converge_

discriminant validity. 13

tests for

ere analyzed-,only



The purpose_of this research has been to

9

evaluate the convergent and disc minant-:

validity of five elassroom interaction-systems wLic1 either have been used in studies

-:relating tea her behavior _ to pupil outcome o

types of systems which have beenused in this -esearch,: It was the investigators'-

easonable representations_of the

belief chat at least one explanation for the large number of inconsisten and "null"_,--

'findings in process-product studies was that the instrumentation used to measure

classroom behavior, par

and_disc

about hal

convergent

icularly teacher process behavior,

minant validity. The findings

y not exhibit convergent

_ this study support this conviction, since

of the teacher process behaviors investigated.-faile&to pass tests

and diserim nant validity. While no reference to specific process

product studies need-be made, .the iuvestigatots Suggest that many:such studies-,

_ have measured behaviors ith-similar-forms.of_instrumentatio and-Some studies

have urilized.the samsinstrutenta

Based Upon the results

on as was studied in this investigation.

studying five classroom observation-systems, the

implications are not particularly encouraging for researchers who choose to measure

classropm interaction. One can infer that of the hundreds of.Other:observational

codinginstruments which have-been .deVeloped, :any must contain -categdries-whieh-

:do not tket the tandardS Of convergent and dis.cr inant Validity propoSed in this

study. Proce -product researchers as well as those who attempt to aggregate and

accumulate the findings of process-product research might well be advised to e

cise caution in drawing conclusiors from studies which use classroom obse

systems for which the measurement technique itself accounts for greater variation

than thd behavior being measured (lack d

behaviors which when

vergent validity).

As a result of using the MTMM technique to evaluate validity, two types

scriminant validity) or that incorporate

easured by different systemS fail to Cdrrelate lack-- con- =



instrument flaws became apparent. The first.

:behavioral measUres

sys

subs

nan

'thin systems reducing-a cons ructs chanCes.of-

While complete independence.ofthe behaviors measured

As not expected significant interrelationships among behavioral Categories

antially reduce

validity.

the chances of these catego ies

n several instances in this udy, inter

.

passing tests for discriminant

elationships among behavi

precluded any chance of a category exnibiting discriminant validity. Fo

n the first heterotrait7monomethod t-iangle in Table 4, CC6 and CC7 correlated .7.470,

-he highest correlation in the matrix. Note that in this instance even i the

validity diagonal values had been beyond significance (r.05 = .325), they probably

would not-have surpassed the heterotraitmonomethod Value

disc

clas

and thus tne-categorys-

iminant validity would still,have been rated t!poor'. When pilot testing

oom observation instruments, authors might delete highlyredundant categories

attmpt tO reduCe,the
significant..interrelationshipsamong-such_zatego ies by

providing more specifin operational definitions in orderto incre se the discriminant

validity o

relat

their in- rument.

Thd second instrument flaw

Velyjarge number (43%)

significantly with behaviors on

hich came to light with the MTV technique was the

teachar'behaviors-which failed to co elate

other instruments with which they were matched, i

-lacked convergent-validity; Wh le some of these numbers might be accounted

nexactness of the matching process

for by

inherent in applying the MTMM technique to

classroom observation instruments, in general,

udy may

he matches that were made in ehis

be considered conservative and were often supported by the

operational-definitions. Thus soMe of the seemingly.similar constru

reviewe

same or similar

f the type'-

of-processproduct studies:relate across studies when.aggregating-,process,.-.

product ndings were, in:fact, found not tobe-similar in this study.. One might

account for this finding by method variance which confounded the measurement of

approximately half the behaviors in this study, vague operational definitions



behaviors

11

hen actually interpreted by coders, and intrinsic coder differences.

This lack of convergent validity suggests thatithe descriptive titles of dategori

-and behavioral constructs employed in many obse-vatiopal coding systems may not

adequately represent the behavior they purport to leasure. Since-this flaw is

a between-system problem-, authors might turn-to standardtheoretically-based

operationalizations of their constructs when constructing new systems.

Evaluating-convergent and,dis riminant validity with the multitrait-multimethod

procedu e is one:approach to asse- ing the validity-'of an instrument The purpose

of the remaining portion:of this diseussion will be 0 outline botitthe practical

problems encountered in,its use in thisstudy and the theoretical assumptionsunde

pinning thetechnique

Campbell and Fiske (1959) introduced the technique-with examples drawn

primarily f om the literature in personality and indu trial psychology. In

examples, authors attempted to assess various traits

fulness, poise, popularity, intelligence, etc.) u

self rating VE

Thus the autho

same variables.

ng two or

these

assertivenes cheer
_

1
more methodes(e.g-.

peer rating, pap r-and-pencil test vs. direc

of these studies devised, different methods

Our use of the technique was somewhat different. Rather than use different

methods to-- easure,the_same variables-, we took existing-methods whichmeasured

variety of variables and tried to specify the-variables which were measu ed in

common across methods. Thus, our methods and variables were not tailor-made to

our research situation. Instead they were fitted to esearch

was this fitting process which created some practical problems.



found the five systems tft, be quite different in the way they categorized

,classroom behavior. One was based upon reinforcement contingencies in the class- _

room, another on teacher-student interaction, a third sought to categorize
-

teacher behavior so that teacher styles could be described. Each system reflected

a particular author view of, the _lassroom, representing those variables thought

tábe ost important.

behaVior differently

Thus different systel

although overlapwas

the olerlap across systems

used to determine the

ca egories thin systems.

as-the basis for

sliced the pie of 'lassroom

apparent. Our approach was-to treat

constructing comparisons which could

onvergent and diserimina -Validity of-behavioral

--ever, our suaciss at th :as dependen

ability to create fair and accurate matches across systems which defined behavior

Categories differently,

iA Often -the problem of _etching categories reduced to. shades_df. meaning; :For

example CC was composed of,"giving directions" in,Flanders and "gives directions"

in CCO. This would seem to be a straightforward match. However, r CC2 we

matched 'silence or confusion' -ith "no communication. perhaps not exactly-

-- equivalent, these categories alto seemed to have behavior in common. However,

matching sometimes_ became an ambiguous and inexact task. For

"telling simple facts" plus "telling complex fact

_
example, is

equal to an "informing sta e-

-ment" (CC21) or do the telling categoties include mote,- :i_ess, than the informing-

category? Clearly, matching in this case is not the same as in the studies cited

by Campbellend Fiske where different methods were designed to measdre the exact-

same variables. The applicability of the MTMK technique to a particular validity

problem must ultimately depend
-

nitions across in truments and

on the-,redundancy of _categories andoperational deft-

the conciseness with which matches can be made.
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In addition to semantic differences a

complicated the matching proc

ong category definitions, another problem

This problem InNolved the differences which

sometimes exist betwee the way a category is define

actually ueed-hy-coders-. -If a system is

in a man al and the way it is

- s, categories

e purpose of

.be Used reliably by

must be _learly,operationalized for the-code

training. However,: it is not possible to--include in a definition in a manual all_

of the information necessary to code a particular category reliably. Often coders

find it nece -ary to crea-e Pgrougd rules" to delimit: the boundaries:of particular

categories. :Coders for example Might have difficulty distinguishing between

the cat ies "teacher accepts" and "teacher approves " To distinguish between

these behaViCirs-, they may create certain ground rules

coders might -decide that if the teacher uses an exclamation

regard to a studenCs comment, 'the proper'code is teacher approves; ' othert

wise; the code is "teacher accepts," From our experience in this study, ground

coding. Fo example,

rules like this are not uncommon and while they do not seem-to distort the mean- _

ing of the categories, they delimit their meaning in a way which might:not be

a.pp-Arent to a reader of the manual-. Furthermore t uncommon for

system authors'to modify -ground rules to fit different classro

it is

Sin e

code or

the

line

process

Cert

the actual operationaliza ons.of.categories-can

tom study to study (depending upon the

oders

s uatio

hange fro coder

claastoo situation being coded

are at times only guid

ude of the matching

manual definitions, beside being somewhat ambiguous

to the meani g the categories.- Th the exa_

ay_vary across contexts And coders.

n theoretical consideratio

cerns the-independence

are also of interest.

methods o_ easurement.

One of these con7

The multitrait-multimethod

chnique: based Upon the use oflindependent methods of measuring the

_ va- ables. Although Campbell and Fiske note that independence is a

same

atter 0
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degree, Calkins, Malitz Natalicio d Mote (Note 2), point out that the "deter-

mination of validity is enhanced by the inclusion
-=

are as'diversc as possible The reason fo

-f method of measurement which

this is that the "determination

of convergent and discriminarit validity

if all traits_have been quantified by the same

traits were.quantified by the

all,the va iables'sha

..variables can be:obfuscated

ethod easurement ..if==a11.-the _

ethod, high correlations could result because

Method variance'"_(pp.:1-2) The extreme case of non7

-independence is where=exactly the Same Method i. used to Measure the variables.

his case the values in the validity diagonal are e ely reliability values.

Sinde high reliability can be obtained An the absence 'of validity, this extre

-ca ewould not address the issue ofvalidity. :Thus, to the extent that the

methods are not independent the MTMM t- hnique will not yield useful validity data.

In the case of ourstudy, the methods were not as independent as one_ might

wish, since all were based on the use of behavioral observation While they repre-

sented different theoretical rationale and time intervals for collecting data, all

could:be classified a low to medium inference counting systems producing:frequency

_

data. Given that he independence of different classroom-observatiOn systems may

be dif icult to asseffs, one mightiinclude in studies using the MTMWprocedure both

--
low inference counting'systems and high:inference rating scales in order to assure

the maximum amount of independence a-__ ng measurement i.nstruments.

A second theoretical col-ideration ih the use of the MTMM technique involves-:-

Its statistical assumptions. Kallberg and'Kluegel(1975) point out that Campbell:.

and Fiske's technique assumes that traits and method_ are uncorrelated and that

methods are minimally correlated with one another. Kallberg and Kluegelassert

that it is unreasonable to assume that method factors are uncortelated with trait_

fattors, -oreover,- as pointed out above, independence of methods is Sometimes :

difficult to achieve and the degree of independence-which exists is difficult to



assess. -hus, Kallberg and Kluege_ view the model implici in

15

_e MT1 technique

they recomm nd confirmatory factor analysis
.--

chnique based on the Werts and Linn (1970) path

as restrictive. As an alternative

-CFA-(Jtireskog-,- 1969,- 1970)i-

_ analysis model.-Several Alternative

CFA have been developed

based_upon fact

methods of analyzing MTMM matrices including

some based up n analysis of variance techniques

analysis (See Alwin, 1970, for a

Of these techniques,

d some .

eview of these-techniques

ppears that CFA is based upo

(in terms of statistical assumptions about the data).

the least restrictive model

However, CFA cannot be used-'

to Its fullest extent unless thematrix contains three or moremethods and three

Or more variables. None of the matrices produced in this study

ment. In addition CFA is based upon rather rigorous

this require-

statistical and mathematical

derivations that are not easily fathomed-by the average_researcher Thismakes-.

the workings of CFA and its output rather difficultto understand and to communi
cate-to otherresearchers. Until CFA is better understood and more_widelyaccepted,
it does not seem to be a practical.alternative

to Campbell and Fisk s technique,
which despite its assumptions

seems particularly suited to practical psychometric

application in process-product research.

This study tested the applicability of the MTMM validation procedu elass-
. room observation instruments. The study broughtto light seve al nuances

assumptions of the technique which define the-context in which MTWia--most

late. It

tO vary,acro

was found that the applicability of the MTMM procedure can be

validity depending upon two primary consider

the conciseness in which behavioral

obse

appra---

e pectedi:

one: (1)

ategories can be matched Across classroom,
ation 3rstems and (2) the degree to which the investigator can include

comparison_instruments in the validity study of sufficient va iety

high inference,

independence

., low vs.

eounting vs. a rating metric to assure areasonable degreacif_

am_ng:methods, To the extent that these considerat one are addressed,

the-validation,procednres employed in this study were found to con titute a poten-

tially economical and practical model for e amining the validity of other classroom

_observation systems.
20
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Reference Notes

CERLI-Verbal7Behavior Classifica on S stem (CVC) by CooperativeH-

-Educational Reaeardh Laboratory Inc . By permission of Everette Breningmeyer,

',-Cooperative EdUcational Research Laboratory; Inc.,Northfield -Illinois

From a Report to the Office of Education U. S. Department iof Health,

Education and Welfare, Contract OEC 3-7-061391-3061, April 1969.

king, , Malitz, D., Natalicio,

en 1-a

Mote, T. Validation of so e

-a.er anxlet measures b-the mu ait-multimethod ocedu e.

Faper_presented at the,XV1 interamerican Congress of Psychology Meeting,:

Miami Florida, 1976.
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.1 See Borich (1977, Chapter 6) for the results pf five large-scale

19

udies which have

investigated the relationship between teacher behavior and student outcome

and Inconsistent findings
and especially pp. 76-78 for

across these studies.

a table of consistent

The tendency to (1 repor-t significant findings which fail

number exPected:by chance and

definitions of purportedly

ignore differences in the operational

ilar constructs serve as examples of the

problems which have either reduced the credibility of "significant" process-
product findings or led:to the pro iferation of "null" or inconsistent

findings.

Rosenshine s review (1971)illustrates these problems. _Rosenshine

-examined the findings of approximately 50 different_studies in which Over

200 separate teacher behaviors were investigated. On the basis of evidence

from these 11 behaviors were selected as potentially promising in

relation toAiupil performance.

behavio s howe

n interpreting the efficacy of these 11

remember that they were derived,

--part, from correiational,.not experithental studies. Therefore, causation

cannot be infe-
these behaviors were derived from clusters

of heterogeneous research stud es Which aetually showe&mixed results; some-

_studies within a given cluster failed to confirm the effiCacy of the variable

in question, Al variables were often operatipnally-defined differently by :

_different 1nvescigators . And finally, in some Studies the-number of-signif--

jcant findings failed to exceed that-which could be expected by::chance._

The problem of_operational definitions is'illuStrared by the teacher

=variable clarity- which- Aosenehine ooints out, has been defined in three_

-

2 4
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very different ays:

1) whethe "the:points the teacher made were:clear an&easy, to understand",

(Solomon, Bezdek and Rosenberg,: 1963);

(2 ) whetheri 'the teacher was ableto explain concepts clearly:. had

the facility with her material and enough background to answer her

children's questions intelligently" (Wallen 1966);

whether the cognitive level of the teacher lesson appeared to be

"just right most of the timo" (Chall and Feldman, 1966).

The problem of chance significance is illust ated by a finding which,

suspect, is not uncommon. Godbout, Marston, Borich, & Vaughan (1977) had

occasion to analyze the extent to which process-product relationships in a large-

scale teacher effectiveness study replicated over two consecutive years, during

which time instrumentation and teacher sample remained constant. Of the 3,050

relationships studied, only 24 were significant at p < .10 in the same direction

for both years. A much more favorable result would have been expected on the

basis of chance alone. Unfortunately, since few replications of this type are

conducted, process-product researchers have no way of knowing how unstable their-

finding may actually be

_



ghest P;estudy MedanfoSystem Reliability 6 Tapes
STARS 72 72

OScAR 88 91

FLANDERS 91 93

CVO 79 82

COO 86 86



Table 2. Flanders vs. CCO

Flanders

CC1 CC2

CCO

Cci CC2



CC3

Flanders CC4 -.2247

CC5 -.0684

CC3

Table 3. Flanders vs. (malt

Flanders

CC4 CC5 CC3 CC4 CC5

Oscar

CC3

CC4

CC5

.1369

.8808 7-.1399

-.1268- .8571

4210 -4297

.0399

.290,4 -.1331

.0861 .1401_



CVC-

STARS

Table 4. CVC vs. STARS

CyC

CC6

CC7

CC6

-.7470

CC7 CC8 CC6

CC8 -1478 .0072

CC6 .0420 .0279 .2484

CC7 .0560 -.1766 -.1525 .0121

CC8 -.1033 7.1476 .1618 -.1385

29

24

STARS

CC7 CC8

0.1730
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16

17

19

Table 5. CCO vs. 0 C (CCO #18 Mean 0.00)

CCO

15

-.1576

16 17

-.0101 .1420

.2797 -.0773 .1237

.4480 .0130 .0973

.3171 .1445 .0030

-.2213 .4642 -.0643

.5054 -.2953 -.1057

19

OS

.0410

-.1983

.0733

.4370

7.0112

.1824

.2738 -.2061.- .1677



STARS

OSCAR

Table 6. STARS vs. OSCAR

20 21

20

21 7,4358

20 .6165 -,3520:

21 -.3314 .8538

20 21

26



Table Flanders vs. CCO vs. OSCAR

CCO

-.8808 7,

-.1268 .8571 7.2923-



.0832

11 .5459

12 40858

13 .1452

14 -.2915

.6746

10 .3622

11 40236

-.053112

13 .1696

14 2008

Table 8. OIC vs. osca.

10 11 12 13 14 10 11 12 13 14

.1248

.5504

.0600

-.0350

.1078

.1758

-.1299

.0866

0200

.2917

.2034

.4429

-.3095

.1829

-.0938

.6402

-.2327

,3779

.0933

-.1568

.0805

-.0350

.3550

-.4387

3088

-.2166

.3293

2508

0058

.0782

41818

1442

.6440

40653

-.2446

-.1198

.3078

-.1466

.0283

.1928

.1043

.0494

-.1845

.0684

-.1467

- 2702

.2386

0148

.4183

-.3163

.2488

- 5148

-.2880

.2790 -.0209



ummary table CVC vs. OSCAR

29

comparison
category

validity
diagonal

value

CC9

CC10

CC11

CC19

---CC13---

CC14

. 6746*

. 1758

. 6402*

.3088

:6440*

.1928

r highest

value in
hateromethod

no. higher
than validity

value

highest
valUe'in

monomethod

no tiger
than validity

value

-.5459

.3622 0 .5504

.4387 .5459

-.4387 .5504 2

--.3779 .4429 0

.3293 -.5148

.05



System I

accepts questions
A

A (.16)*

B .23 (.70)

*Interjudge..reliebilities.

-_Figure 1. .Simplified.Illustration of theNalidat on .Model.-
The validity diagona1 _7--L.43,-7,01Lthe.-bererotraitheteromethod__. _

-_- block- .43, -.01,_-.10 The monomethod trianglee-*-:.23-and
-.14,- respectively.--

System II

values
A

(.58)

-.14

de lve s



Table

Appendix A

Behavior categories making up-each of the comparison categories

FLANDERS/CCO

CC1

CC2

FLANDERS/OSCAR

CC3

CC4.

CC5

CVC/STARS

CC6

CC7

CC8

General Cate or Descri t_ion

Giving directions

Silence or confusion

Accepts feeling, praises,
encourages

Criticizing or justify
authority

g

Student talk - initiation

AskS for feelings .

.Oives feelings

Disagrees or disapproves

31

Category Numbers :in
Resectiv_S 'stem

6/7

10/13

2/2, 12, 22-, 32
52, 62, 72, 62,

7/6 16, 26, 36, 46-,

58, 66,, 76, 86, 96

92

10b

14, 15, 18/18, Ic, ld

CVC/OSCAR

CC9

CC10

CC11

CC12

CC13

Informs: facts

Informs: rules

5, 6/3, 23

8/4,

Accepts:.-facts and
_nterpretations

9f 10/22, 32, 3
52,-53; 62,

73,-82,-.83,- 92';

63,

93

-72,

Accepts:
plans

_ lings and

Rejects: facts and
interpretations'

Rejects: feeling_ and
rules

37

11, 12/2,

13, 14/26,
46, 55, 56
76, 85, 86

15 16/6,

12, 13,19



32

Category Numbers in
fxsLe

CCO/OSCAR

CC15

CC16

CC17

CC19

General_Category_Desc iption

Asks questions

Gives suggestion

Gives direction

Perfunctory agreement/
disagreement

-1, 2, 3/8-, 50,

70, 80, 90

6/9

7/4 17, 19

14/14, 34, 44, 54-,-
64, 74, 844 94,

STARS/OSCAR

CC20

CC21

Restructuring

Telling info

26/7

76/3

FLANDERS/CCO/OSCAR

CC22

CC23

Accepts fee
encourages

Critiizin
authority

i-v

iuStlf:Ying

1, 2/10/2, 12, 22, 32
42, 52, 62, 72, 82, 92

7/1.216', 16-, 26, 35,

46, 56, 66, 76, 86, 96



Genera izability ofTeacher Behaviors

Across Classroom Observation Systems

Dick Calkins, Gary D. Borich,

Maria Paacone, and C. L. Kugle

The University of Texas ai Austin

Some reviewers of :teacher effectiveness _esea ch (Borich, 1977a, b; Shavelsony

& A wood, 1977; and Shavelson & Dempsey, 1976) have suggested that a possible reaspn

for past failures to find empirically consistent relationships between teacher

behavior and pupil achievement is that the measurement process for quantifying both

the product and process variables may be unreliable. Since reliability can be

viewed as the extent to which a consistent rank ordering,,can beestablished am_

subjects on some variable by a particular meaaurement procedure, the discovery of

potential p ocess-prOduct _relationships could be Complicated by the inability to

accurately -ank order teachers according-to behavior and students according to

achievement by currently existing measurement techniques. In order to investigate

the reliability:of methods for quantifying teacher behavior, this:study obtained'

data on the generalizability of the behavioral constructs measured by five Class-

rOOM observation syStems. The reliabilities of the items on these clasaroom

observation systems were examined via generalizability theory.

Process-product researchers commonly quantify teacher behavior on a- few opca-

sions and then generalize the average score obtained to all other occasions. To

the extent that such-a-scor -is-representative of the behavior,for other occasions,1:

the measurement procedure can be said to be reliable. Of the severaLfactors which

l-cen potentially cause a:behavioral measure to be unreliable, variation due to the'

conditions under'which the observations are made may be the mo

:Generalizability theory (Cronbach, Gleser, Nanda, & Rajaratnum, 1972)i wh

combination And extension of classical test theory and Linguist's methods

1953) of multifacet analysis'of error, makes possible investigation

e,effecte of-various conditions-on the values obtained from ahd

3
_eliability
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a behavioral measure. According to generalizability theory any measurement can be

thought of as a sample f om some large set or universe of measurements a par-

.ticular characteristic. Such a universe consists of the sat of possible combinations

of conditions for which observations could be made.- --Conditions which vary along the-

same dimension and under which observations are made are called facets. If the

variability introduced by samnling various conditions of-a facet is small in-magni7

.tude, then a measurement made for any-particular condition is.representative of the-

-measurement obtainable for any other condition, and hence, the measurement---obtained.,-

for one condition is generalizable to the entire- facet.

In the present investigation of classroom observation systems: -he facets

sampled from the universe of facets were raters and occasions. The particular-

raters And occasions utilized const tute the conditions or facets of -the etudy.

The acores of interest, quantifications of teacher behavior- on various dimensions,.-

were obtained by averaging scores for the available raters and occasions for each

-teacher. To the ektent that the scores for a teaCher behavior are comparable

across raters and the scores for UCCasions comparable acrosa occasions, the

teaching behavior is considered generalizable. To the oktent that scores for a

behavioral dimension are generalizable over raters and occasions, rank orderings

:among teachers on that dimension will be consistent and the likelihood of discover7

Jug relationships between pupil achievement and that-dimension enhanced.

Decisions about the generalizability of a behavioral dimension as quantified

by a particular measurement procedure can be made with the use of a generalizability

coefficient which is the counterpart of

test

he reliability coefficient in classical

theory. The coefficient of generalizability which is an interclass correla-

tion .(Hays,. 1973) is defined as the ratio of the universe score \Teri-ante-to the

Aserved Score variance. -Like-all interclass-correlationsit-takes. values. between .

-.zero and one, and for this coefficient a valne-of zero indicates total-lack of-_

neralizability.



The mechanics of generalizabilitY thepry concern analysis of_variance compo-

nents, called facets. These variance components are the- used to calculate gener-

alizability coefficients and to Suggest changes in a reaearch design, such as

increasing the-number of raters and occasions needed to obtain a particUlar level

f-generalizability. This latter use of the generalizability coefficient is

similar to the use made of the Spearman-Brown formula (Nunnally, 1967) in classical

test theory. In addition, examination of the variance components of facets can

reveal the necessity of making changes in the data collection procedures such as

additional training of raters or changes in the overall design suen as including

more facets, e.g., including a variance component which-takes into account differ-

ences between subject matter being taught, in order to increase generalizability.

The present study undertook to determinethe extent to which the behaviorson

five classroom observation sys

and occasions;:

ems were generalizable-across two facets
_

raters

The data -e obtained.fro

Method_

videotapes of 12 in-service junior high school

-teachers, each teaching the same content, a unit in social s on three occa-

sions-of approximately ,50 minutes duration.- Each of 36 videotapeswas=rated,by_

five pairs of coders, each pair trained in a d

For two of_thelive observational

observational coding system.

ere employed who had previously

been trained by the authora,of these'syst,ems, these being the.: wo most complgx-_--

systems. The remaining .three pairs of coders weretrained by the Investigators from

raining materials supplied by system

system manuals.

The five systems employed for this study

and from'standardlp_i ocols from

-e selected from Simon dhd Boyer's-

ors forBehavicirs (1970) -The systemS were (1) -the ObServation-Schedule and

Record,-0SpAR 5, (Medley-E, Mitzel 1959), Spaulding Teacher ActiVity:Ratingi7

Schedule,_STARS (Spaulding,_1967)4 (3)_Flanders System of Interaction Analysi_



(Flanders 1971) (4) CERLI Verbal-Behavio Class _ication System cvq, Coopeta

Educational Research Laboratory) (Note 1) and (5

ye

Observational_ System CCO:(Withel Le is & Newell, 1961), These systems were

selectedhecause of theiraveilability to the educational research eommunity (and

,therefore presumed use) and for the numbe_ of Categories and associated -perational

definitions they had in common.

-Ppon,eompletion of training :system coders, using their respective systems,'-i

rated three:trial videotapes the same general form and content as the experimental

tapes in order to obtain estimates of interjudge reliability prior to thestudy.

While reliabilities varied due to system complexity, all were deemed acceptable

and are reported in Table

coders over all-36

1 along with- the- median_reliability.fO

Inset,Table 1 about here

The data obtained from

h pair of

he five observation systems were analyzed separately

gat (Erlich, 1970) which was designed to compute var

components and generalizability coefficients fot a Tully crossed teacher by

occasion by rater design-. All facets Were assumed to 0e random.

:etilizingie computer p

The results

Results

this study are contained in Tables 2 through 7. Tables 2

ance

through 6 contain the categery descriptions and,generalizability coefficients_for

each-iteL _ _ the five_observation systems studied. The results for each observe-,

-tion systeM are presented in aseparate table. Table 7 su:_arizes the generaliz-

ability results for Comparable eategories across systems-, It-IL-Tables 2 through:7

items are considered generalizable if the generalizability coefficient e ceeds

for a combination of eight or fewer raters and eight or et occasion4;

42



behaviors which require more than these many-raters and occasions to obtain a _

r--
reliable estimate are usually inconsistent and fluc _ating, suggesting a need to

r

redefine and/or reconceptualize these variables.

Consideration of Table 2 indicates that -six or 43% of the 14__CCO items are

generalizable. Consideration of Table 3 indicates that six_or 37% of the-16 CVC_

items are generalizable. COnsideration of Table 4 indicates that two_or 20% of the--

ten Flanders items are generalizable. Consideration of Table 5 indicates that 13

or 18% of the 74 OScAR items are generalizable. And, c nsideration of Table 6

indicates that six or 24% of he 25 STARS items are generalizable. Thus, of the

139 total Items in the five classroom observation systems, 33 or 24% were general-

izable.

Insert Tables 2:thrOugh 7 here

Consideration of Table 7 rekreals that

of comparable Items across the Flander

-items were-found for .0ScARYonlY -three

one of these-syste

e 11 behavioral categories composed

CVC, CCO and STARS_systems (no comparable

categories we generalizable in more than-

. These were the pl411.0A.ppsax4 categuy_fRr which the

Flanders, CVC and CCO systems had generalizable items; the asks

hich the CVC1 CCO and

uestions category

STARS systems had-generalizable items; and the -i,,Eres

information category for which the Flanders,

general zab e items.

_ The regul

CCO and STARS systems:had-

Discuss' n and Conclusions

of this study indicate that fewer than one-fourth

categories on the 'five clas

any combinatien-tif

-couraging to note-that among

room obse

p oce

the behavioral

ation systems studied were generalizable with

eters and eight or fe er occasions. It is dis-

product researchers these criteria may be con-

sidered a particularly liberal standard of generalizability, generally exceeding

43



available resources addition, only three behavioral categories lnsgically

comparable across systems were generalizable these behavioral categories being

r

asks uestions, and ives information. Moreover, less than

:half,of the behavioral constructs gene alizable within systems (15 of 33) were

generalizable: in any other system, -including all ,combinations_of tW6-system co

parisons.

These finding- thecontent _n that either the scores obtained from_the

Ifive classroom observation syStems were not exhibiting those behavioral character-

istics of junior high school teachers which are generalizable or much of the teache

behavior as recorded by these classroom observation systems is, in fact; ungeneral-

izable. In either case

systems are-as unstable

the scor s resulting from other classroom observation

as for the five considered in this'study, the lack of gen-

eralizabiiity may be consider d a tenable hypothesis _or why so few consistent

process-product rela

In addition to the conclusions above, several methodologi al issues are

ionshins have been reported.

relevant-to the generalizability' the behavioral constructs measured in this study.

The Implementation of classroom observation systems in proc'ess-product research

often proceeds by having a samp e of teachers observed by a sample of observers-on

a sample of occasions and their behavior quantified utiliz ng some observation

instrument. Each teacher is then assigned a score for each behavioral_category on

the observation inst ument which is usually the average of_the ratings across

Stich scores are conSidered representative of the
occasions for that category.

behavior typically exhibited by that teacher, and thus are used as statistical

estimates for purposes data analysis.

However, a problem arises with the accuracy of this statistical estimate when

only the context in which it was calculated is cons dered instead of all such con-

texts relevant to the teacher s classroom behavior. The basis of this problem

-7derives from the obvious notion thatAaeople-behave differently in different

4 4



situations. The sit ations or contexts in whi h teachers behave differently may

vary according to the nature of the students, the nature of the school, the

subject matter being taught, the resource materials available, past training and

experiences, as well as other factors. 'Thus, situatienally determined,variation

in behavior can cause the determination of generalizability to be_misleading_when-
.

different situations or contexts which affect behavior are typically-encountered -- _

bythe teacher but not considered as facets-in a-generalizabilitystudy.- For

example whervcertain concepts are to be taught to students, one.group ofteachers

because of past training and experience may structure the learning situation such

that le' u ing Is thedominant activity during a particular period (occasion 1)

and_discussion is-the dominant activity during-another period_(occasion 2). But

a-Second-group-of teachers presenting-the same content -the-first-and-second

periods could:both be spent in lectdring and discussion, equaling the amount of

time spent in-lect _ing and discussing by the _irst group If a researcher-in

preparing a generaliiability study fails to note such differences among groups of

teachers and ,cod say, the behaviors gyes information and asks questions with

periods treated4s occasions, _either these behavioral categories are_likely

to be found generalizable. For a particular category of behavior to be general-

izable from a design which considers eters and occasions as facets, It is necessary

that the behaviors coded be consistently emitted and recorded for all occasions.

_ Since only for the second group of teacher will the behaVior being coded occur

over both occasions, the behaviors will not appear generalizable. Hence, the

nature of the teaching situation may mitigate against the generalizability of a

particular behavioral category with a design employing only _eters and occasions as

facets.

An approach to situationally determined variation is to reconceptualize the

_ classroom context by applying generalizability theory to all facets thought to be

_relevant to the behavioral constructs under-study If_"teaching -Situation" were



donceived as a superordinate categorization of teacher behavior, such as givin

information, asking questions, providing reinforcement, etc. , then each teaching

behavior within such categorizations could be characterized by a score for each

situation. Such situation specific scores might be more likely found generalizable

nver raters and occasions and related to Student achievement than oVerly simplistic,

_ context-free.behavioral:Constructs as presentlycenceptualizedby some classroom

observatiorLsystems.
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Table 1. Coder reliabilitybefore and dur ng study.:

System

STARS

:0ScAR

-FLANDERS

OIC

cco

12

Highest Prestudy
-Reliability

Median =for

36'Tapea:

72 72

88 91

91 93

79 2

a6 86'

Seo 's coefficient.



Table 2

Item descriptions and generalizability
coefficients for two raters and three

occasions for CCO.

4

5

6

Generalizability
Coeff Ic ien

Asks Information
-.1001

_

Seeks or accepts direction .5839*

Asks for opinion or analysis ,4601-

Listens .2498

Gives infor ation
.6403*

"Gives suggestion
.6958*----

Give0Tdirection'_ .4281

Gives opinion
.6610*

Gives:analysis .6956*

10 Shows:positive feeling

11 Inhibits communication 0 NR

12 Shows negative feeling

13 -No communication
-0' .11'V

14 p efun-cory agreemeit or disagreement .4646

Note: Coefficients-abovea without an are generalizable'with two

*
Generalizability of a was reached for so e_combination of
or:fewer-:raters:and 8 or fewer oCcasions

NR represent
this item

the situation when no responses were coded for-

represents the situat on when a negat
-.2 occurred for this item

ve-variance-less than



Table 3

Item deseriptlon5 -and generalizability
coeffic ents for two raters and three

occasions for CVC.

Item _
Generalizability

Coefficient

:Seeksjazc,sll or specjfic info-:

Asks-for :easoning, explanation,
jwdgment, evaluation:

Asks icr Uns, asks_about

Asks aboC_

.Jells:.factual

Gives reasons,
'evaluation

fee ings

órdirections

ic material

etations, judgments or

Gives or tells

Tells class
plans

.2027

.3133

6656*

.4463

0 NV

.7188

.4093

Approves factual or specific answers .6101*

tAceepts reasoned ideasi
judgments

.3464

:APproves or empathizes with eelings expressed .1020
. _12 Acc6ptS or agrees w th plans,-rules, directions ._4160_

13 Disagree with answer or factual statement .7760

.5708*
-14- Disapproves of thinking, interpretation, etc.

15 Responds negatively to feelings expressed by
others

16

14

plans, expectations, directions

NoteH Coeffiients above .7 without an
raters and three occasions.

Generalizability of .7 was reached for some
or fewer raters and 8 or fewer occasions

.5437*

NR represents the Situation when
this-item,

combination

no responses were coded:for

represents the s tuation when
-.2 occurred for this item

a neget_ variance less than



Table 4,

Item descriptions and generalizability
coefficients for two raters and three

occasions for Flanders.

2

Accepts feeling

P- ises or encourages

Accepts-or hses ideas of student

Asks westions'

Lecturing

Giving direction.

-Criticizing orAustifyinvehthority

Student.:talk-response

tudei

Generalizabil
Coefficient

10

.0357

_.7686

.1690

0_ NV

.8593

0 NV

.0974

0 NV

-.4764

ONV
--

Note: Coefficients above a,without ah
raters and threeoccasions.

are generalizable with WO

Generalizability of .7 was reached for some combine ion of 8
or fewer raters and 8 or fewer occasions

--NR represents the situation when no responses-wereeoded_for___
thii-liem

represents the...situation when a negative-yariance less-than
Occurred for this item



Table 5
_

Item descriptions and generalizabiiity
coeffiCients for two raters and three

occasions for 08cAR..

Generalizability-
Coefficient

Considering statement
.3881

2 Informing statement
.5865*

Describing statement
0 NV

Directing statement
.0268

Rebuking statement
0

6 Desisting statement
.2496

Non-substantive question

Procedural question/positive
.7133

9:_ _ Pupil non-substantive/utterance
0

10- Pupil nonsUbstantiVe/not- evaluated 0-

11:, Pupil nonsubstantive/supported
.6652*= .

12 -- Pupil non-substantive/approved
.7293

13- PUpil non7substantive/acknowledged 0
-14= Pupil norisubstantive neutrally rejected 0
15 Pupil non-substantive/rriticited 0 ,

16:_ Pupil Procedural question/negative. 4977*_
17

--Pupil-Trocedural question/neutral .0978
-Pupil procedural question/positive

0
19 Pupil question

PupilAue- stion/not evaluateth _O

.0038

21 Pupil question/supported

22 Pupil question/approved

23 Pupil question/acknowledged

24 Pupil question/neutrally reje
25 Pupil question/criticized

26 Pupil statement

27 Pupil statement/not evaluated
28 Pupil statement/supported-

-Pupil statement/approved
- 30 Pupil statement/acknowledged

5 4

NR

0

.0198

.8549

._0119

_- 0



Generalizabi
Coefficdent

Pupil statement/neutrally rejec ed

Pupil statement/criticized

Pupil response

Pupil response/not evaluated

Pupil response/supported

6 Pupil response/approved

7 Pupil response/acknowledged

8 Pupil response/neutrally rejected
39 Pupil response/criticized

40 Problem structuring/statement

41 Choral response

42 Choral response/supported

43 Choral response/approved

44 Choral response/acknowledged

45 Choral respdnse/neutrally rejected
46 Choral ponse/criticized
47 Convergent question/not answered

48 Convergent interchange/not evaluated
49 Convergent interchange/supported

50 Convergent interchange/approved

51 Convergent interchange/acknowled

52 Convergent interchange/neutrally rejected
53 Convergent interchange/criticized

54 Elaborating question/not answered (I)
55 Elaborating interchange/not evaluated
56 Elaborating interchange/supported (1)

57 Elaborating interchange/approved (

58 Elaborating interchange/acknowledged (1)

59 Elaborating interchange/neutrally rejected
60 Elaborating interchange/criticized (1)

61 Elaborating question/not answered (2)

62 Elaborating interchange/not evaluated (2)
63 Elaborating interchange/supported (2)

64 Elaborating interchange/approved 2

0 -NR

0

0 NV

.6623*

.3718

.2019_

0

NR

3071

,.5257*

0

1.1034

-.4573

.6751*

N8

.0431'

-.2081

o

.0433

0 NR

.0

.2479-

0

0 NR

.5519*:



Table 5 cont.)

18

Item Titl
eneralizability
Coefficient

65 Elaborating interchange/acknowledged (2) .1201
66 Elaborating interchange/neutrally rejected 0
67 Elaborating interchange/ctiticized (2) 0 NR
68 Divergent question/not answered 0
69 Divergent interchange/not evalua ed .3014
70 Divergent interchange/supported

.57.69*
71 Divergent interchange/approved

.0914,
72 Divergent interchange/acknowledged 0
73 Divergent interchange/neutrally rejected 0

-74 Divergent interchange/criticized 0 .NR..

Note: Coefficients above .7 without an (*) are generalizable with
raters and three occasions.

Generalizability of .7 was reached for some comb nation of 8
or fewer raters and 8 or fewer occasions

NR represents the situation when no responses were coded forthis item

NV represents the s tuation when a nega_
-.2 occurred for this time

ve variance less than



Table 6

Item descriptions and generalizability
coefficients for two raters and three

occasions for STARS.

Item

1

2

Title
Generalizabili

Coefficient

7

3

14

1.5

16'

17

18 :

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Non-transactional behavior

Disapproval with aversive-stimuli-present. 0 NR

Disapproval- indicated by removal of social
reinforcers or, in Some.cases, 'Physical reinforces

Withholding reinforcers when a Student or child-
bids for. attention

.

Approval with_positive affeer .present

Social and/or motor- structuring-

Social and/or motor restructuring

Digressions

--Inductive- methods-presenting simple facts

Inductive methods-complex concepts.
.

Con-cepr .formation-simple facts (deductive)

Concept formation-complex-factS.(deductive)

Concept formation-simple or-complex events
-(transductiye or analog#a1)-

Te11ing7simple-fadf-S-

Telling7complex facts

Rote process-simple

Information

Focusing attention.

Asking for oroliciting eca11-simple

Asking for or eliciting recall-complex

Asking for use or application-simple-

_-Asking for uSe or application-complex

Expressing-values, opinion, feelings

Eliciting student-expressions-values, opinions-,
feelings- .3010

Listening-- to or ob erving non-teached
'pupil activity

0 NR

.191T

. 6173*-

.. 0. NR

O.

-o--

.5782*:-

19

0 NR

.7106

0 INIR

0

.4719

-.3616

. 5247*

-1968

.1991

. 7221

directed

=6382*

H: Note: Coefficients abovo.7,withou
raters and three Occasions.

Generalizability of 7 was,reached,for some c
c:ft- fewer raters and 8-or fewer occasions
NRrepreeents ,the-_situation when no responses
NV represents-_thesituation wherLa-negative v

odeUfred:,for-thisi.ltem-

an re generalizable

5

h two

mbination of 8'

e coded for this .item-
-

ance less than -.2



LielE712E.

.Geheralizability..coefficients for .two raters and pree

occasions for logically
Comparable items forlhe Flande.rs,

CVC, CCO, and STARS
observation systems.

Approval of feelings 1

Praise and approval 2

.0357 11 .1020

.7686 9 .6101*

10 .3464

11 .1020

12 .4160

.1690 12 .4160

Asks questions
1 .2027

2 .3133

.6658*

.4463

10 .7220

10 .7220

.4103

.4103

5839*
5 .4103

.1001 8 .6173*

.5839* 9

.4601 10 0

19 .5247*

20 0

21 .1968

22 .1991

24 .3010

Gives lnfortation
.6403* 11 0

.6610* 12 .5782

.6956* 13 0

14 .7106

15 0

16 0

17 .4719

23 7221

58



-

Behavioral Ca

Gives direction

Disapproval

or Item
Flanders

No comunication

infOrmational feedback-

negative

Ignoring:

Listens/observes

Note: Coefficients abov

60

10

Table 7 cont.

Item CVC

25

Item eco Item STARS

.4281
6

7

10974
14 .5708* 12 .3621
15 0

16 l5437 *

.7 without

1 .7760

13

11 0

4 .2498

25

.2204

.0755

0

.6382*

0

4 .1917

25 .6382*

are ...generalizablewitb..twulaters
anC_three oceas±ons1

Generalizability of 7 was reached for some -ombination of 8 or fewer raters and 8, or fewer
_ ca ions.



Measuring Classroom Interac ins; How Many Occasions

are Required to Measure The_ Reliably?

Oded Erlich

Tel-Aviv University

Israel

and

Gary-Rorich

. The. University of Texas

.at Austin

One important line of inquiry in research on teaching.-has operationally_

defi ed teacher_behavior variables and examined their relationships to

student.achievemen . This approach-assumes that the individual-teacher plays

a.key role--iw producing student learning =However' results from-,correlational.:

_-dies of teacher behaviors and student outcomes have been disappointing with_

correlations low',or nonreplicable (Borich, 1977; Shavelson

Shavelson and Atwood (1977) in a re

and Atwood 1977)

nt revie- of current reaearch pn

eaching, hypothesized that one possible rea

: between teacher behaviors and student achieve

on for the lack of relationships

ment s that the generalizability

:..of behavioral Measurements has not:been adequately examined or

-,a110W conclusions abot relationships between teacher behavior

established t

and student

.-outcomes_ Measures_f .teacher hehavior_contain,potential sources:-

of -error-( face ts) suchas observation-occasion observers, end:subjettmatter.

-which wight affect their generalizability. The.generalizability. f:

Is not a function_of these-separate facets, but-_rather a function of,-the-..

simultaneous conaideration of all-thn facets yhich might:affect. theHgeneralizabil_ty7.

of theteasUres _The-iffect ot-these facets.on-the- generalizabilitT:of.teacher'

behavier can:be -estiinated by the application-of generalizability_thepry::.

Cronbach- Gleser, Nanda and-Rajaratnam,- 1972). In seneralizabiiity. theory.

generalizability study (C. study)-_ia onducted,which-has two .purposes The::

Jirstia to ::ex_line the- generalizability of_teacher.behavier meaSUrea-.by
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2

considering the measurement facets -occasions and raters) which affect

the reliability of measurements obtained. Based on this analysis, a G study

then recommends variables inclusion in future decision studies studies)

which examine relationships between teacher behaviors and student outcomes.

Only a few studies on the generalizability of teacher behavior measures

have been reported. They have either explained how to apply generalizability

theory to examine the problems in measuring teacher behavior (e.g..' Medley

and Metzel, 1963; McGaw, Wardrop, and Bunda, 1972; Marzano, 1973; and Rowley,

1975),- or they have failed to use appropriately the data available (e.g.

-Sandoval, 1974).

Since generalizability studies were not. available, Shavelson and.Atwood-.

.explored _the measurement problem:by. examining studies which -differed in

measurement facets, but which used similar teacher_variables.:._ :they attempted

to find patterns in the stability of teacher-behavior-measures across these

studies. Although they could not determine the amount of error cc,ntributed

by va:ious facets in separate studies,- they reached several. tentative--

conclusions abaut the stability of 13 clusters of teacher behavior Variables.-

Global.ratings were found to be .the most stable measures while variable

clusters of teacher-presentationi positive feedback, probing, and

control were found to ,be moderately stable. Unstable variable

direct

c ustera-

included teacher questions, negative feedback nonprobing behaviors, indirect

control, and student-centered teacg style.

A recent generalizability study (0 study)

sources contributed by the facets

generalizable

-data cellected by Sandoval (1974) which included frequency counts as well as

:-global ratings on five 5th grade teachers observed by two-cirthree raters :

measures of teacher

examined patterns o: e ror

of raters and occasions in order to 'identi-T.:

behavior(Erlich, Erlich analyzed

while teaching reading and mathematics onthree observation occasions-. Erlich
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defined a measure of a variable to be generalizable if it required a combination of

4 or less raters and 10 or less occasions te reach a coefficient of generalizability

of 0.7. Variables were classified into three groups: (1) low frequency

occurrence (ultimately excluded from analysis), (2) high frequency variables

whose measures appeared not to be generalizable, and (3) high frequency

variables whose measures appeared to be generalizable. The teacher behavior

variables found to be potentially generalizable in his analysis supported most

of the conclusions reached by Shavelson and Atwood concernirg the stability of

these variables. The one exception occurred in the cluster of variables related

to teacher questions. Shavelson and Atwood found all questioning behaviors to

-be unstab.le, but Erlich found that those questioning variables related to ways

of _checking student reactions and learning generalizable.

-The purpose of the present study was to examine the generalizability of

..measures of classroom interaction occurring during 2nd and 3rd.-grade class-

activities excluding reading instruction and to provide information concerning.

"the niimber of observation occasions required to reach -a 0.7 level-
_of

generalizability for each-Of these measures.

a tw

Method

The data analyzed,in this study were collected dUring the secOnd year of

year replicated stady of-teacher effectiveness using the Brophy-Good

Teacher-Child Dyadic Interaction System- (Brophy_ and Evertson, 1976). ..Subjects

were 28 teacheis who had 5-or more years of teaching .experience with their 3

MOSt recent-years of experience at-the 2nd or 3rd grade level. These teachers,

were selected:because rheyylad-shown-high consistency in produAng.stUdent

-learning gains on th- Metropolitan Achievement Tests.- They were observed

9-14 times during whole class activities

who alternated across occas

6 4

and reading ins

ons

uction by
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Some teachers were eliminated from our analysis since almostuo data

recorded for them on one

_ract1ons

or both of the two main categories of variables in

the Brophy-Good System--public response and p ivate response variablesduring

nonreading class activities-. Also, although teachers were observed a total of

9-14 times, about half the occasions included only reeding group instruction,

leaving 3-7 occasions in which data were collected on dyadic interactions

other than reading. Therefore, the sample was reduced and data analyzed

consisted of 17 teachers on 5 occasions for the category of public response

variables and 22 teachers on 5 occasions for the:category of private response

Variables.

The design selected for the analysis was a one facet nested des n;

occasions being nested within teachers Occasions :ere coT idered

because teachers

be nested

ere observed at different times of day, on different days

and teaching what may be considered different lessons.

Even though an implicit source of raters were not considered as a

potential source of error in this analysis for several reasons First, all

raters had extensive training during the first year of the study and during the

summer prior to the second year of the study, enabling them to consistently reach

at least 0.8 agreement. Furthermore, the criteria for agreement required that

rate s achieve a 0.8 reliability not only for their codes in each general category:

--of behavior in the observation system, but also for:frequency counts on clusters

of variables within each,category.
Disagreements between raters were Most often

result of one rater being able to code more-_information than another, and,

therefore, the rank ordering of the teachers was not affected. Tbis implies that

-there was minimal teacher-rater interaction; and therefore, raters were considered::

not to:be a potential source of error affecting the generalizability

The Teacher-Child Dyadic Interaction -observe -on mEn-
4
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411 dyadic interactions (teacher behaviors with respect I: an individual child-

as well as the child's response and interactions with the teacher) occurring

in the classroom. It contains 167 variables divided into two main categories:

public response va iables, in which the teacher-child interaction occurs "n-a

group setting; and private response variables, in Allah the teacher and child

Confer privately about the child's individual work. Within these two categories_

of variables-, Brophy and Good identified clusters of variables. .The-.public

variables included the following clusters: Teacher!' Method of Selecting

-Students to Respond; Diff culty Level of Questions; Type-of. Que tions-Asked

(Academic or Nonacademic);_ Quality of Student Response to Questions;.Teache

Feedback Reaction to Student- Responses; Student Initiated Comments;- and Student

Initiated Que -ions. The private interaction variables -nre divided.-into

three clusters. Child Created Contacts- (CCC); Teacher Afforded Contacts TAC);

and Behavior Related Contacts.

Generalizability theory was used ai the statistical basis for the data

-analyais. For each variable, the analysis provided the est mate of the universe

r ^ ,score (true core in classical test theory) variance L z
2
(t) j, and the estima e pf

the error variance which in this design was due tothe teacher occasion

_interaction confounded with the occasion variance and'unidentified sonrces of
r -,

error L a
2
ko,to,e) 1 Based on these variance Components, the number of occasions

required to-obtain _ a generalizability coeffiCient of 0.7 was taleUlated for..each

-Irariable.-.- A generalizable-variable
was -defined in- this study as-one for which

a. coefficient of generalizability-of 0.7 could be obtained by observing the

teacher on-ten ar-fe observation occasions. Not only is ten a practical

numberthe of observation occasions which could be used, but also

teacher behavio s which require more than ten occasions

nconsistent and fluctuating, suggesting

redefine and/or reconceptualize these variables._

importance

reliable estimate are usually

66



Results

MeasUring Class= om Interactions

Ini-ial inspection of the data revealed that a majority of the

-occurred infrequently.- Two types of low frequency variables wer

variables

The first type of infrequent variable consisted of variables for which the

frequencies were 'scatt

only a s

red throughout the teacher by occasion matr

-11 number of teachersiengaged in these dyadit interactions,

ency counts for these-interactions were uni

on lesarhan three Occasions-for each:teacher.

was eliminated fro

ormly lo

.e.

the

and were obtained

type of infrequent variable
.

the analysis since these freqUenty counts were

consistent, too lo- limited to toe:few teachers, and would have demanded':

a very large number of occasIons reach an acceptable level of generalizability.

Two entire clusters of variables-4 Student-Initiated Questi

Comments-.-and one sub-clu

by this process.

and Student-Initiated

r--Opinion Questions--were completely eliminated

Brophy and Bvertson (1976) suggested in_their Analysis'that:

these types of interactions may be inappropriate for teaching fundamental tool_

'skills in the 2nd and 3 d grade The other low frequency variables of this

type which wer- also eliminated were spread throughout the remaining variable

cluste

the detailed nature of the observation instrument which attempts to allow for

all poSsible interactions even when their occurrence is not probable (e.g.,

a wrong answer or criticism after a right answer),

second type of loW frequency variable was retained for analysis. These

general, these variables appeared'to be infrequent :because

1)raise

_low frequency variables

e consistently.

generalizable
.

ud es:of

were recorded for relatively few teethe s,-):Int occurred

These variables, althoUgh occurring infrequently may be

and, if Such is the case, should be

eacher behaviors and student outcomes.

-Table 1 presents the results of the analysis for the public:

variables. Variables are grouped into four clus
. _ _ . _
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:developed by Brophy and Good. Each variable cluster is discussed separately.

For each variable.the_table includes the estimates of universe score variance-

[ 02(0 ] and er o- variance [ (o,to,e) ] and the number of o casions required

to reach a 0.7 level __ generalilability.

INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

The first variable cluster, Teacher's Selection of Respondents, describes

the waY in which the teacher selects students to respond to questions asked.: The

teacher may either preselect (name the child who is to answer before asking the

question), select a child from among those who volunteer to answer, or select a

nonvolunteer. If a student gives the answer before the teacher has time to

select a student, this is labeled "call7out." Relatively few occasions, three,

are needed to obtain a reliable measure of the frequency _f call-outs Teacher

"selection of a volunteer" and the "preselection of a student' to respond are

_alizable, but hese vari bles require more occasions five and eight

respectively, to reach a 0 7 level of generalizability. The last va iable,:

"selection of a nonvolunteer," Tequires twelve occasions and is nongeneralizable,

if we use our earlier criterion of ten occasions as the practical upper liMit

f the number of occasions that are possible.

The next cinster, Type of Questions Contains var ables related to the

type of questions asked. Up
oduct" and "p " questions rep esent di!ficulty

.- levels of academic questions.
To_answer &product_ question, the child:must:give-

-. a specific correct answer . which can-be.expresSed in a Single word or short

-phras e. the process question-, which isluore .complex, retiuires the child

explain the steps which must.be followed to solve a-problem or reach a

6 8
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conclusion. "Math questions" do-not differentiate between the difficulty level

of the questions, but include all euestions related to math content. The last

two,question variables; although both subject-matter related, are considered

nonacademic questions. _These are_called_self-_reference_questions becauSe they

_are not intended to elicit a particuler correct factual answer, but ask the -

child instead about some,factor in his personal background.

Three variables in-this,cluster were found to_be generalizable. "Math

questions" and "subject-matter-related self-reference questions,about the

student's experience" can both be estimated bY the-use-of three occasions.

"Productequestions," the type found_to occur most_frequently at this grade level,

_

equire six occasions. The two remaining question variables,-"procéssAuestions"

and

_

"subject-matter-related self-reference questions asking a student'S

preference,
e are nongenetalizable, requiring 17 and 48 occasions, respectively.

-The third cluster, Quality of Student _Response to Questions, evaluates

student answers toquestions. Four variebles,were_considered:
4

correot and

"part-correct," "wrong,":and response;" The- number-of "correct" and "wrong"

answers canibe estimated by using-aix Occasion_

by using ten occasions ,Rowever

responses requires twelve occasions, and

The lastcluster involves public

and,the number of "no respouses"_

ent-of the variable "part-correct

therefore nongeneralizable

opportunities and-containsresponse

variables-of Teacher Feedback_Reaction to Student Respone:es. Three types of

feedbackjehich occur after a correct student response: _"praise,"_"process

feedback" explaining the---process involVed in reaching the_correct answ

"asking a new questionrare generalizable, requiring t o, two, and four occasions

-- respectively. Teacher feedback which "affirms the answer" foilowing a correct

responsejs nongeneralizable, requiringthe daa-of-12 observation-occasioas.-- 1
A

.The three emaining types of feedback ohcurred afrer either a wrong anawer or
_

=a no-response. -All_are generalizable with "asking_another_student" requiting
-e_
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rts _

the use-of five occasions, "rephrasing or cluing after_a wrong answer" requiring
-

eight occasions, and "asks another student" requiring four occasions._

Table-2 preSents the results-of-the analysis for the private dyadic

interaction variables. In__these interactions, the-teacher deals privately with

-one child-about matters idiosyncratic to the child-. These interactions mayfj3e _

'"w6rk-related" (giving or asking

-- "personal" (giving or asking for

related" (classroom behavior).:

for-help with-class content or procedures),_

personal information or for favors), or "behavior7

rhe perSonal and work-related interactions-are

divided into two clusters: "Child Created Contacts" (CCC) and "Teacher Afforded
_Contacts" (TAC). The "Bella Aor.-Related Contact (which are ailt"tea'cher,afforded

_are clustered separately-tocorrespond to the Brophy-Good classif1cation_.-

_

,FY

'-IIISERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE

The first variable cluster; "Child-Created-ContaCts," contains more variables',_

_than any other cluster, Notonly -does there appear to be manY child created _

dyadic interactions at the 2nd and 3rd grade level, but most 'of these interactions

are generalizable. Only _three variables are nongeneralizable: "content-related 1

CCC" (12 occasions), -"content-related CCC giving long feedback" (24 occasions),

-and "work-related procedural CCC which were delayed" (15'occasions). _Eight,of z

_ -

the remaining-eleven-variables can be estimated reliablY by,the use of four or- ,
,

-fewer-occasions; suggesting-that Ed-IVChild created contacts are highly
_

consistent' behaviors at the 2nd and 3rd grade levels.

e second variable cluster, "Teacher Afforded-Contacts":(TAC) is composed

=-0f:private-interactien-s-initiated by the 'teacher

are work related. The total TAC "math contacts" can be estimated reliably by

Most teacher affOrded=contacts-

the use of three observation occasions, while TAC "work contacts with long_

fl-feedback" and TAC "work contacts with brief feedback" require 5 and 7 occasions

7 0
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respectively to reach a 0.7 coefficient of generalizability. TAC "work contacts
c_

-involVng 'criticism" are also generalizable (6 occasions). However, TAC "work-
Contacts involving observation" require the use of 17 ocCaSions and are'

_nongeneralizable. The other teacheriafforded
private interactions in this_

cluste -involved "procedural management contacts" er."personal-contacts."_ The-_

-former regidied the use -of only 3 occasions and-was
generalizable,_ while_the

_

-latter was nongeneralizable, needing 12 occasions.

The last cluster, Behavior Relatrd Contacts, containa,5 variables. The-

3 describe types of teacher reactions to student_misbehavior. "Teadher

-criticism" can be estimated reliably by the use of 3 occasions, while "teacher

warnings" and "nonverbal intarventior0-1-
-5-a-r4-9-accastong-res15-e-Z1141y.

---_ The last 2 veriablea,:assesa-the
- eacher handling of behavior-related contacts.

Contacts in whiCh "no teachnr_erro

use of only

7 occasions.

occa ons and Conte

occurs:tan beestimated reliably by the

s involving "teacher overreaction" require

In su sty, the

can he considered:as-

observation o ccasions. n the other hand many other variables obtained such-

indings inditate _h

eheralizeble, measUred by the

manylmibl c and_private. variables

quired number of

low frequency' counts-that they were excluded from:analysis and are considered

to be nongeneralizable., The large_number,of Luf reqIliLI. teacher-child dyadic

interaction variables leaVes
open'the:possibility that.dyadic

consist of a more limited range.of behaviors,

at least at the primary leve1,;,

-might still show that s me o
- -

-analysis do occur more frequently:

interactions may

an:originally_j_conceptualized,-=--

Class omTobse -ations atjligher,g

the infrequent-variables eliminated

and fur consistently,

isUch is the case, these variablea

_generalizability within the t

ade levels

om this

these levels..., If _

hoUl&be analyzed t determine their

amework of th -Whigher.grade
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Conclusions_

-_-__ --This study shows that the generalizability of behavioral measurements

must-be an important consideration in classroom observation research.' This
_

'analysis has identified gefieraAzable measurer of classroom interactions at-

,the 2nd and 3rd_grade level-and determined the number of obse_ ation occasioni

required to reach a 0.7 level'of generalizability. It should be recalled that

raters were not considered-as-an err r source in this Stady because extensive_

training of raters and the stringent-criteria for a priori inter-raier,
_

-,agreement ensured a high inter-rater reliability and a minimum teaeheriater_ . _

-interaction. When observers are trained to an appropriate level-as in.the

Texas Teacher Effectiveness
Study__Drephy_and_Eve=son, 1-9364_ _

eliminated as a source of error. Otherwise, raters as well as occasiona
-

he

-mustbe considered as potential sources'of error affecting the generalizabi

of-the measures.

Past-classroom observation studies have often used three or fewer

_observation occasions to measure teacher behaviors, 'This study_found,that
_

many variables musE be measured by more than-three occasions to,obtain a 0.7
-

-level of-generalizability.- Future studies_collecting_classroom observational
_

data in the-lower gradp
levels-,using-rrhe,:Brophy-Goodsyetem or=(similar.aisteb-a--_

-. ,

measuring these same behaviors:shnuld_rely_npon the-findings of-thio-study,and-use-- _: ..____ ,. ._ ,

the_ number-of obser a tion, occAs ions required- to= ethestimate- measures,, reliably.2. _

, _ _ ___ -:

It is apparent that generalizable
dlassiooil-miieures-reEfilire differenr

,

=- numbers of:occasions toAle=measured reliably. Therefore, it seems appropriate

recoMmend that che'seneralizebility of different:measures obtained by other_

obs_ervatian-systems be-examined in order to determine how, to measure them reliably.-A'

-Obtaining reliable-measurements will enable researchers to eliminate.sburces,
,

,

_

of measurement error which may be contributing to the lack of relationships
_

_
--between classroom interac ons and-studen-t-ourcomes-.--°-

72
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Table 1

nteractions

12

Estimate of Universe Score-Variance and Error Variance, and,Number of

Occasions Required to Reach 0.7 Level of Generalizability

-for Public Dyadic Interaction Variables
--

TEACHERS'S SELECTION OF RESPONDENTS

Call-outs-by student
_

Selects Volunteer

Preselects student

Selects-Nonvolunteer:

TYPE OF QUESTION

Acadethic .Questions

Total- math response opportunities

Product questions

Process questions

Nonacademic Questions

Subject-matterrelated.--self-reference

_question about the.student'a-

4.64

65.21

14.13

73.07

5.83

127.03

66.73

237.96

NuMber-
of

Occasions-

12

175.23

135.62

0.54

experience

Subject-matter-related self-reference

question asking stedent's preference 2.27-

6.08

L2

241.-59

373.89 6

11.03 48

7-.37

16.94 17

UALITY---0E- STUDENT -RESPONSE -TT-QUESTIONS

-Correct_

Wrong

No ReilionSe--

Part-correct

117.94

4.87

289.69

12.99

14.96

3.72

6

12



_

Table -1 (continued)

.

= '

^2
a o e Occasions

-TEACHER:FEEDBACK REACTION TO STUDENT RESPONSES

Following Correct Answer

_

-e

Process feedback 1.07 0.81 ,

-'-- Praise 16.72 - 16.50 2-

_

Asks new question 11.70 _22.73 4

-Affirms answer-
- -

5.04 24.- 72 1 12
_

Following Wrong Answer

Asks_another_s_tuden. _
_

Rephrases or clues 0.36 1.26 8
-

Folic Ang No Response

1_Asks another student 2.23 4.24' 4

.

tti
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Table 2

=-,, 14

Estimate of-Universe Score Variance and Error Varianceand, Number of
_ _ =

Occasions Required to Reach 0.7 Level:of_Generalizability

for-Private-Dyadic InteractiOn Variables -_-
_ _

-

:4

,

Number,

-2
a a (a; tg;-e ) Occis1Ons-2

IS]

HIL9:9REATED CONTACTS-

,_--WOrk-Related Interaction __--, r

=

Content- -
_

-Total Math child created war-i c n'tacts - -143.76 r-

_

-4-s

-`

-

_

_
-

_

_

_

-

_ Content-related CCC given_brief feedback 5.09
a

Content-related-CCC- 9.12
_

Content-related CCC given long feedback 1:28
_

Procedural
_

Work-related procedural CCC 13.57

Workrelated procedural CCC with Cricicism 0.09
_

Work-related procedural CCC with Praise 0.04

Work-related procedural CCC which were delayed- 0;05

,Work-related procedural CCC With brief feedback 15.33
_ _

Personal Interactions

-CCC-personal experience sharing interactions 2.38

21.42

48.37

12:94-

15.45

0.14

0.12

-0.29-

--

4.75

-_

I
_

10

12

2

4

8

15

2

4

7

-

-4

_

-

CCC personal procedural interactions 6.41

CCC personal procedural interactions which were--

-granted 2:04

-CCC personal procedural interactions not granted 0.98

12.08

-_ 6.31-

1.38

-4_

7

3



_T ACHER AFFORDED CONTACTS

Table 2 (continued),-

easuring ClaSsroom -Interactions --

15

-2-

Numbe
of-9

o-(ovto,e) -Occasions

Total Math teacher afforded work contacts:

Work contact with long feedback

Work contact with brief feedback

Work contact involving_observation

Work contact involving criticism. -_

21.05

9.17

28.01

1.09

0.97

28.44

20.11

83.92

8.07

2.43

5

7

17

6

_ftocedural-managementcontacts----7'- 12-4728 r3777 3

Personal contacts _ 0.92 4.63 12

BEHAVIOR RELATED CONTACTS

Teacher_criticism__ 4.40 5.57

Teacher warnings 16.77 27.94

Nonverbal intervention 0.52 2.07 9

No teacher error 45.32 43.38

Teacher overreaction 0.22 0.70 7
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Generalizability of Teacher Process Behaviors

during Reading Instruction

Oded Erlich

Tel-Aviv University

Israel

and

Gary Borich

The University of Texas

at Austin

Attempts to find correlations between reading instruction and reading

achievement have previously-centered-arOund methods of _teaching reading ( g.,

_whole -ord Vs. phonics).:-(Chall,-1967). While some tentative_conclusions have__

been drawn aboul the relative effectiveness of various methods, no one method

, _ha L_-ghown-ta-be-unquegrionably 'Superint. One important approach for
_

-studying factors related to reading.achievement is that of observingoperationally

defined variables of-teacher behavior and classroom interaction and then relating

theM to reading achievement. This approach assumes that pupil-teacher classroom

_interactions play a key rdle in producing pupil learning. By identifying-class-

room interactions which increase pupil achieve ent, researchers can assisr

teachers_ in constructing an empirically validated instructional model for-the'

teaching of reading.

Results from past correlational studies of teacher behaviors and student

outcomes-(inclUding, but not restricted to reading achievement) have b
'

disappointing, with most correlations low or nonreplicable (Shavelson and AtwOod,

-19771 ; Orie pnssible reason for the lack of relationship between classroom

interactions and student achievement is that the generalizability of behavioral

measurements has not been adequately examined or establishe&to'allow-conclusions

-about relationships between teacher behavior and student outc mes to be drawn.

In this paper we will be concerned with'the generalizability of classro

interaction measures during reading instruction.

78



The Conceit of Genera abil

-The concept of generalizability is based on the-notion that the behavior

obileiVed represents only a:sample of the true behavior..-If thesample of

observed measurements contain little or no error, the generalization to the
_-

characteristic (true) behavior is-sound; the accuracy_of_the meaqurement is

high-. _If the observed scores contain sizable error of measurement, the

-generalization to the characteristic behavior is tenuous; the,accuracy is.low.
, .

Measures-of teacherpdpil classroom interaction contain potential sour es o
-

error (facets) such as observation occasion, observers,'subject matter, etc.

Only by considering the effect of all these facets can we determine .the extent

ro which teacher behavior measures are generalizable.

For example, in.most studies of teaching process, a random sample Of

teachers is observed by two or more raters. The consistency with which the

. teachers are rank ordered on-some variable such as "number of verbal reinforce-
_ -

1

ments"-or "number of_questions the teacher asks" is interpreted as the-,

reliability of the measurement. Typically each teacher's score is an average -,

of_the raters' scores for that teacher and is usually interpreted as charac--

teristic of the teacher.asking questions or using verbal reinforcements:, No

doubt that the use of several raters provides a more precise measure_on each

teacher but what about the nature of the pupils taught, the teaching situation,

he subject-matter taught, and other factors that might contribute to the

instability of the teachers' behavio While the measurement is taken in-One

particular Setting and at one particular point in time, it is usually interpreted
_

13enera1izing over many settings at different points in time.
-

.Only_a few studies on the generalizability of teacher behavior measures

ave reported on more than one facet. Most have either explained how



to apply generalizab lity theory to examine he_ problems in measuring teacher,

process variables or they have failed to use approprIately the data available.

(See Erlich, 1976.) Two appropriate generalizability studies recently examined

va iables of stUden 7tescher classroom interaction. E liCh-_and,Borich (1976):

nteractions during nonreading class activities in the 2nd

and 3rd grades. Erlich (1976) analyzed 5th grade teacher behaviors occurring

during reading and math combined. Because different subject matters, e.g.,

reading, math social studies, may elicit differe

: pupil-teacher class

dif fere

inds and frequencies

om interactions, observation data of interactions occurring_

subject matters may need-to-be-:examined separately.

The -urpose of_this study was to identifY teacher-pupil InteractIons

occurring.dUring'beginning-reading instruction and

ability o: these measu_es of classroom interaction.

to examine the gene aliz-

The-data analyzed in this study mere collected during the second

year of a two year repliEated study of teacher effectiveness using the Brophy-

:Good Teacher-Child Dyadic Interaction Systet-(Brophy-and Evertsort, 1976).

_Subjects_ were 26 teachers who Jiad 5 or more years of_teachin&experience with

their-3 moat recent years of experience at the 2nd or 3rd grade level. These

teachers wert selected be ause'they had produced conaistent pupil learning on

,the Metropolitan Achievement Tests over three consecutive years.: 1 Teachers--

were observed_from between,three and seven timts during teachets' reading

instruCtion by two different ratera who alternated across occasions-. Four

_ 1
A_linear pattern of either_gain,:conatancor declineover_the three>er -

eriod-constituted.the-definition of-.consistent pupil_learning-In this studyBrophy, 1973)-:_



.

teachers who had been observed on less than five occasions were eliminated

from our analysis For those teachers who were-observed on m--e

occasions, five occasions were selected at_random for the analysis. -Thus, the'

final_data analyzed included 22 teachers each observed on five occasions.

Design. The design selected for the analysis was a one facet nested

design; occasions being nested within teachers. Occasions were considered

to he nested because_teachers
were observed ac'different time- o day, on

different days and teaching-what may be considered different-lessons.

rEven though an implicitlsource of error, raters were not consideredas a-
-

potential-aource-af-errorJn-this-anarysial--fUr -everal reasons. First, all ---

raters had extensive training during the first year of-the study andduring

the summetprior, to the:second year of-the study, enabling them to consistently

reach a 0.8 agreement. Furthermore, the

that raters athieve the- 048

category in:the pbservat

category. Dikagreements between raters were most often a result of one rater

_-iteria for agreement requirement

eliability not only in their coding for each

system : but.alao on frequency cc:mints within each

being able to code more inf- another, and, therefore, the rank

ordering the teachers was not affected. This implies that therewás also a

_minimal teacher-rater=interaction; and therefore, raters were censidered not

to bd potential source of error affecting che generalizability of_the measures.

Instrument-___The_instrument-u ed-to collect-data-wasthe-Teachet-Child----

Dyadic I-_eraction Obse vacion System (B-__hy and Good,--1969). This instrument

_attempts to code all dyadic interactions (teacher behaviors with respect to an

theJchildla--response-and-interactiens-'With'the'--

teacher) occurring in the classroom. It contains 167 variables divided,into

two main-categories: _public response_variables,_in which the teacher-child

Interaction occurs in a group setting; and private response variables; in which

the teacher and child confer privately about the child's individual work.
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Within these two categoriea of variables, Brophy and Good dentified clusterè :'

of variables. The public variables included the following clusters-:__

Method of Selecting Students

Teacher's

Respond; Difficulty Level of::Questions; Type
_

Df Questions Askad:-(Academic or Nonacademic);-Quality,of-Student Response to

Questions; Teacher's Feedback Reaction to Student Responses Student Initiated

Comments; and Student Initiated Questions. The priva e interaction variables

were divided into three clusters: Child Created Contacts (CCC); Teacher Afforded

Contacts (TAC); and Behavior Related Contacts.

Statistical Analysis. The effect of the occasion facet on the generalizability

of teacher-childinteractionS was estimated by the
----

application of generalizability

eheory (Cronbach, Gleser,Nanda and Rajaratnum, _1 72). Ih_generalizability

theory a generali.,abilitv study G study) has urposes. The first is to

examine the generalizabiiity of the measures (e.g., of teacher behavior) by

:onsidering the potential sources of

-affect the_reliehilityof measuremen

arro (e.g., occasions and raters) which

obtained. Based on this analysis,- a

G study then recommends variables for inclusion in future deciaion studies

(D studies) which exam'ne, for example, relationships betweenteacher behaviors-

and student outcomes.

-J.or each variable examined in-this study,-the-G study analysis provided

e estimate of the universe score (true score in classical theory) variance

-0-(t):-1-and-the-estimate of the error-Varlanc-6,hich-in- thiadd-sign was due-

to the teacher occasicin interaction confounded with the_occasion variance-and

r
unidentified sources of error L a

2
(o,to,e) ] The-formula for-obtaining the

a2(67_,

2
H-coefficient Of generalizability-in this design is

13 -a (t) cr2 (o,to,e)/n

where n is the number of occasions. Using this formula and based on the

estimates of the variance components, the number of occasions (n) required-to
As,

obtain a prespecified level

-variable. _

generalizability can be calculated for each



A generalizable variable was defined in this study as one for wh

coeffii

-on ten or fe

on the numbe

importan-e,

ient.of generalizability 0.7 could be obtained by observing th teacher

bservation occasions. Not only is ten a practical upper limit

of observation occasions which coUld be used, butalso, and

teacher behaviors which require more than ten occasions

greater

to obtain a

reliable estimate ate usually inConsistent and fluctuating, suggesting a need

ta redefine and onceptualize the a v_ 'ables.

Results__

Initial inspeCtion of the data revealed that a ma]ority f tha variables

occurred-infrequentl!;-, inconsistently, and were recorded for:only a:few teachers,

This:pattern of occurrence was characteritc of all var ables in-three -lusters7-

Student-Initiated Questions S udent-Initiated Comments', and Child-Created

Contacts--and two sub-clust --Opinion Questions and Non-Academic Self Reference

Questions. Brophy and Ever son (1976) suggestd in their analysis that the

-classroom interactions repr sented by these variables may not be app op iate

for teaching fundamental tool skillsa.uCh as reading and math in the 2nd and

3rd grades. The rest of the low frequency variables were scatte ed throughout

e-rema ning variable clusters. Theyappeared ro he infrequent-a nlyhecause,-

-,ef the detailed nature of the obse vat_on instrument which attempta to allow

for all possible interactions even when their occbrrence is not:likely Ce g6

'prais: after a wrong answer or criticism after a right answer None of the

low frequency Variables described -bove appeared te,play any appeciable rale,,,

imary reedinvinstruction in the classroomaobse ved and were, therefore -

rilted from the generali ability analys

-Another type riflow frequency variable was retained for analysis These

variables d d from rhose previously d:r.ihcd in that the behavio s occurred

for at least 20/ of the teachers. These variables may be important in



nguishing betw neffective and ineffective teachers despite their rela-

cuTrence across teachers and their gencralizability should'tively infreque

ound co he Peneralizable
1

11d_be included in co lational

of teacher-pupiI classroom interaction and student outcomes to -dete mine

they are in fact important variables in reading

Tablej presents the resul

instruction.

f the analysis-for the classroom interaction

-variables analyzed. Variables are grouped into five clusters baed on those

developed by-rophy and Coed (196-9 ). The first four clus ers contain public

interactions', and the last.cluster contains private interactions. Each

var ble cluster digcussed separately. For each variable the table

r ^2the estimates of universe core variance L a (t

and the number of occasions

includes

r 72 ,

and error Variancel_a (o,to4)

required to reach a 0.7 level of generalizability.

INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

Tie first variable cluster, Teacher's Selection of Respondents, describes

the way in which the teacher selects students to respond to questions Asked.

The teacher may either preselect--(name the child;who is to answer before asking.,

e question ), select a child from among those Who_Volunteer to answer,Ar.

select a nonvolunteer. If a student-gives thAAnSwer befere the teacher has

ime to select A student, this is labeled a .Icall7out.- Relatively ew

occasions are needed to obtain a reliable (generalizable) measure of the

selection,of, a volunteer, or a non-volunteer oriofthe frequenc

and 4 respectively). The last variable, "preseleCtion of a student"' s

also genetalizable, but requires mare occasions to reach a 0.7 level of-

generalizability.

8 4



The next cluster, Type of Question, contains variable

of questi asked. questions, "product ques_

ions" represent difficulty levels of academic

'chOice'question

questions.

the child must select the correct answer

To ansWer a

m two or more

options given by the teacher. To answer a product question, the child

give a specific c

sho

rrect answer which can be expressed in a single word.o

The process question, which is the most complex, requires

child to explain the steps which must be followed to solve a problem or to

reach-a conclusion. Twoof the thr ere found to

e generalizable. !Productquestions" and "cho

d to oceur Most frequentlVin reading instruction at these grade levelsi

require our and five occasions

ability. "Process questions" is

speetively to reach a() 7 level of generaliz-

nongener zable,, Tequi ng:16..occasions to

reach the acceptable level of generalizability.

-The third el Quality of Student Response to ue-tions, evaluates

Student answers to questions. Four variables were considered':

correct, "wrong," and'no rescionsa-." All can be

indicating that Of these variable

"correct" and

estimated by three or

the behaviors are

..,highlyeonsistent within a part ,ular reading instruction

(Onlyone variable in the Teacher, Feedback Reaction

cluster--praise following a correct answ -occurred

warrant analysis. Apparentlyi this

regularly during reading instrUction

occasions to obtain a 0.7 level

int

group.

o.Student Response's

frequently endugh to

s the only type of feedback which oc urs

needs _only three observ-ation

of generalizability.

The last cluster, Teacher Afforded Contacts (TAC) cont ins private dyadic

actions. TACs may be related towork, to procedures, or to a child s

behavior-
7==

Only.afew variables n,th s Clusterwere-analyzed because most

8 5



_
ccurred infrequently. The measures-of TAD:variables related to

work and to management procedures were both nongeneralizable. These teachers!

behaviors, although occurring-frequently,. fluctuated so g _atly thatj.3and 18

occasions would be needed to obtain a rerable estimate of their behavior. On

the other hand, measures of interactions related to achiles behavior were .

quite consistent. All measures of behavior-related Contacts are gene alizable

with the number of occasions reqUired to reach a 0.7 level of generalizability

rang ng

Discus ion

..--The Andings above indicate that a majority of the.variables

analyzed can be considered as generalizable if measured by the required numbe

of observation occasions._ It should'be recalled Jtowever,Ithat all other

Dyadic Interaction System variables not presented inrhe:tableiexhibitedsuch

lov frequency counts that they were excluded from analysis. Although some

these might be found,generalizable this generalizab lity-statistically.-

.could result from the fact that their frequency -of occurrenca_tends be

-consistently .zero.

--The large.nUmber of infrequent-reachérchild_dyadin interaction variables .

-.suggesti that- primary reading instruction consists Of a limited rangeof such..

-behaviers. These-findingS,- however, .do not exclude the.possibility-tharaome---

-classroom interaction varlables dering reading instruction atv:higher grade-:

leVels might bp more infrequent andic 20116istent at these levels. If =such.

s the case, these variables shouldbe.:analyzed to determine their generalizability.

Ten Observation occasions Vere_selected as _he maximum number allow

reach a_0..7 level of genetaliZabiiity in this study. The number of occasions:

required-to reach this level-for those variables which were generalizable ranged-

from 1-9 occasions. Past classroom observation studies considering a range of

ubject matters and grade levels

measure teacher behavior (Shave

have often used hree or fewer occasions to

-n and Atwood 1977). The present analysis-
. .

6



indicateS that some variables require more than three occaslqns te be measured

-reliably. It should be noted however, that in this Study interactions OCCU ting

frequently 'during read ng instruc ion MAY;Tin general, be considered-highly

consistent. 'Almost half of the generalizable Variables could be meaSured reliably

by -the-aisa.of- three observation occasions and approximately three quarte

the___.by. the use of five observation occasions.

Classroom ObserVation studies-frequently observed teachers

subject matters, but combined different subject matters for

tiveness Study (Brophy and Evertson, 1976) coded the

analysis -:The Teacher

reading data

separately, allowing reading and nenreading class activities to be

separately. A compar son of the results of this study with

and Borich 1976),

activities, indica
_

instriuction'differ in

analyzed:the

that_classroo

analyzed

generalizability of the non- eading

nteractions du ing reading and nonread

several significant ways.

Reading instructIon appears to be primarily a public

exception-of behaVior-related contacta,- almost. all of the

variables occurred infrequently.

ocess. With the

rivate interaction

Non-reading class activitlea.appeared-balancecf

between public and private interactions

child interactions (both teache

and included many mere private eacher-

afforded and child created).- For example,

in Erlich and Borich's analysis, the cluster of child created co tacts contained

he largest number of variables analyzed In this study, the entire cluster

s-el minated becau e so few initances of child created contacts during

reading instruction were recorded;

Teachers also asked different _tyRes_of que_ ions in reading and non-reading
_

nstruction. Dur_ ug non-reading activities, almost all. questions asked were

"product-questions." 'Choice questions" ppeare so infrequently that thia

-variable-was not even analyze During
.

eading instruction, however, choice

:-AuestiOns,occur ed frequently,and' ere highly generaliiehle (four occasions).-

7



Teachers appeared to find choice questiens particularlysuited to reading

instruction, but not to other subjects. Teacher questions were more task

-riented during reading instruttion. Self-reference questions were asked

'during non-reading activ t es, but only academic questions occurred during

reading inst_uction.

Teacher behaviors appeared influenced by the readingcon ext in several

other important ways'. For example, .selection of a nonvolunteer during

nonreading activities-was inconsistentand its measu ement ongeneralizable

-.While the same behavior-was highly
consistent-and-Ats measurement--generalizable..

.

during reading instruction. The. More con

du

ent selection of nonvolunteers

ng reading suggests that the teacher is mo likely to ina upon involving

tha-reluctent shy, or,nonas-e tive child during -reading than -during-nen- eadin

-activities. -AnOther noteworthy difference-octurred in the quality of student-

responses to Autations, The..pe tentage of_Correct, wrong part-Correct and..

no-response answers coUld be estimated in three o_ fewer- occasions-during

reading-instruction, while the- numberof occas ons required during_non-reading.

--activities _as six.or greater This-difference.suggests.tha the-teacher is

more consistent in gauging the difficUlty level of questions during reading

instructicin than during other activities. A final difference =as that feedback

type actions ere-fa _ore: _ed du ng reading instruction than during

non7reading inst uction. : Only one feedb ck response-praise after a correct

responser. as employed frequently enough during reading instruction o:be

sidered or analysis.

summary, the finding _ this study suggest that observation dat for

ading_ instruction should'be analyzed arately from data obtained during-
. .

other types nstruction Behaviors observed during, say, math or social

.studieS may no occur during reading nd conversely reading instruo on may

elicit b haviors' uniqu that contex This study ound_that reading



instruction encompassed a narrower range of pupil-teacher_ classroom interact on

'than that found during non-reading instruction in the same classrooms-. Even

when the same behaviors-occurred roas subjeCt matters, measures of these

behaviors may be generalizable in one context and not in the other; or tha.

'number of occ slops necessary to readian acceptable level:of generalizability

may differ In planning future observational studies of reading instruction,

:researchers should rely-upon -the findings of-this-study to-ascertain-the -

appropriate number of observ

teaching behavior during



Table 1

Estimate of Universe Score Variance and Error Variance,

and Number of Occasions Required to Reach 0.'7 Level of Generalizability

for Dyadic Interaction Variables during Reading Instruction

--Teachers. Selectien of Res-onden_s

"2G (t)
Number of

. Occasions

105

258.09

10.86

14.68

162.45

273,78

2.42

5.69

384.243

19.09

6.96

35.34

161.93

381.72

19.49'

59.74

266.64

608.93

6.64

3-15

342 09

21.09

10,43

41 34

16

Selects volunteer

Selects Nonvolunteer

Call-puts by:StUdent

Preselects student:

. Choice questions..

"-Product-questions

Process questions

gLI-4-1-e-Y---2-f- tlEi-j1-5= 4'e--

uestions

Part-correct

Correct

Wrong

No Response

Teather-Yeadback_Reacti n

Student onses. .

Praise following co --act answer

Table con inUed nex page.)



Table cont.)

Teacher Af :_rded Contacts

Work conta involving brief
contact

Procedural management contacts

Behavioral related contacts.

Contacts involving no teacher
error

Contacts involvini teacher
warning

:Contacts involving teacher
crticsrn

9

14

Number of"2
Occasions

5.41 30.45

5.55 42.80

8.45 11.08

480 7 87

0.97 2.22
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